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The Program Doctor

Intro from Jay Allison
Looking at the photograph of Jim Russell on Transom, you'll note that one side of his
mouth turns up and the other side down. This may reflect the attitude necessary to
make a life in public radio. Jim has done pretty much everything... produced All Things
Considered, substantially created Marketplace and Weekend America, and the concept
for The World. He has recently become an independent consultant. Now, on Transom
you can avail yourself of Jim's advice for free! Perhaps you'd like to start your own
public radio show? In Part One of his Manifesto, Jim will tell you the questions you
should ask before you do. In Part Two of his Manifesto, Jim provides the one thing that
most would-be Executive Producers ask for most. A budget. And how to write one. Jim
lists all imaginable line items, plus contingencies and overhead. So sharpen your red
pencil and start budgeting. This is a great chance to prepare for the big time in public
radio, such as it is.

Developing New Programs
Inventing a Program
For a producer, inventing a program — creating the concept and then being able to
make it happen -- is an amazingly fun and fulfilling thing to do. It is also incredibly hard:
frightening because it is so easy to fail and so difficult to persuade anybody that you can
do it and that it will work. Malcolm Gladwell, the author of Tipping Point and Blink
captured the fear well when he wrote that we've trained ourselves to expect dazzling
http://www.transom.org/guests/review/200709_jim_russell/
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new ideas, "But if you're the one responsible for those bright new ideas there is no such
certainty. You come up with one great idea, and the process is so miraculous that all
you do is puzzle over how on earth you ever did it, and worry whether you'll ever be
able to do it again."
Andy Warhol used to say we'd all be
famous for fifteen minutes. Now, I think,
you only get 15 minutes to become
famous ... 15 minutes to go from zero to
full success before people start saying
"You have failed." What surprises me is
that no matter how many times you have
done it, successfully, you begin from
scratch each time.
People wonder if program creation is an
art or a science. Is it inspiration or
research? Is it a mission or a business? I
think the answer to all of these is, "Yes."
Great programs of course need the
creative spark that comes from imagination
and artistic experience. But too often,
these great ideas die on the vine because
they do not have an organized, rational
business plan — a way of evolving the
Jim at War
program's design that makes sense to all
involved in creating and supporting them.
In the end, the process can only succeed if the producer finds the perfect intersection of
a brilliant idea -- a compelling reason to produce the show, and a terrific plan to develop
that idea into a sustainable program.
A good example of how "opportunity" can get out in front of program was the case of
Weekend America. The research made it absolutely clear that public radio was
experiencing a striking dip in listening in the middle of Saturdays. And also that there
were over 100 single-subject, hour long programs being distributed nationally — a
pattern of programming that appeared to create a kind of "jerky" unconnected listening
experience for the audience. What was needed, we believed, was programming that
provided a constant public radio magazine sound, but with a weekend sensibility. And if
it could provide stations an easy way to insert local material, all the better. This was the
opportunity.
But, where was the show? What was it about? What was its
center? What did it do uniquely well? What was its consistent
sound? Despite years of planning and piloting, in the early days of
Weekend America, it was a huge burden to just get the two-hour
live program on the air every week. To their credit, the staff
persistently demanded a clearer, deeper definition of the program,
but the distractions of producing the show, funding it, marketing it,
defending it and keeping partners and stations as happy as
possible — all of these delayed the program's full conceptual
The Program Doctor
definition. In retrospect, it is clear that in the early days, the
opportunity outpaced the program. The sad irony is that I could "hear" a very particular
program in my head, loud and clear as a bell! But, because I was the Admiral
commanding a fleet, I was not on deck frequently enough to do daily proselytizing of the
staff, teaching and reminding them of what show they were producing. My friend and a
really great Executive Producer, Car Talk and Wait, Wait's Doug Berman says,
"Understand that an idea is just an idea. You have a lot of work to do before you even
know whether it's going to be a show."
Hopefully, Weekend America has gotten its second wind and, with it, clearer definition.
This all becomes tangible when the task is crystal clear: write the program's vision and
mission and be able to state its concept in a simple, short "elevator speech" (30
seconds). And the lesson is clear too, if somewhat heretical. Shows can evolve their
quality: Marketplace, Wait Wait, Car Talk, Morning Edition, and many more programs are
much better shows today than at their start. But, you really do only have Andy Warhol's
http://www.transom.org/guests/review/200709_jim_russell/
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"15-minutes" to get the show concept straight. You cannot successfully preach a
confused sermon.

The Process
After I had worked on the creation and development of a great many shows, Minnesota
Public Radio|American Public Media asked me to be its Senior V.P. of New Program
Development. It was in this role that I began to start writing down the recurring steps
that new program development takes. I really am not a big fan of process, not a
"process geek." But, I don't like reinventing the wheel over and over again. So, I am not
in love with process, but — plain and simple — it works.
The first time I used the process, it probably took six months to walk through the steps
as we tested the process while using it. Shortly after I left MPR and hung out my own
shingle as a consultant, I had the opportunity to try out the process on a new client.
Radio Netherlands Worldwide had approached me to help them develop a new Englishlanguage weekly show. I spent a week in Hilversum at RNW's offices, working with the
staff. By the end of that week, we had developed the superstructure of the new show,
The State We're In, a weekly show monitoring human rights around the world. It was
clear the process worked. Subsequent to that experience, a number of stations and
other organizations have asked me to lead their staffs through what has become a 1
1/2 day "Intensive" version of the process. We did it for a new MPR program on crossgenerational relationships, How's the Family; a new public affairs show based in
Washington, DC; the daily magazine show Lake Effect produced by WUWM,
Milwaukee, and I just finished a similar session for Iowa Public Radio. In all of these
cases, the process held up and worked very well, producing clarity of mission, vision,
style and editorial direction, and an accurate portrait of the resources needed. Perhaps
most importantly, it pinned down management's expectations from the start, and
intersected them with staff's aspirations, so that the result would not be a total or
unpleasant surprise to anyone.
I don't mean to suggest that this process is a panacea for the
woes of new program development. "NPD" is a tumultuous and
very emotional activity; circumstances and morale swing wildly,
and this is simply not a game for the faint of heart. But, after
creating new programs a few times, most producers conclude that
they need to organize their thinking so they don't forget important
steps (I've been part of too many 11th hour discoveries like "Do
we have rights to the title?") and devote their creative energy to
inventing the program, not reinventing the process.

Jim Russell

So, what follows is my outline of what the process can look like.
I'd be very interested in seeing your comments and answering
questions.

As you read the following, please append the words "creative impulse" and "artistic
vision" in EVERY step.
(Not all programs will involve all steps.)
1 . THE SURVEY: Comparison of attitudes and beliefs being brought into the
process. I actually develop a survey of staff, with questions like Why do you think
your company wants to produce this show? Who is the target audience and how
do you know that people are interested in this subject? What are the most
important qualities of a new program? Are there cultural or institutional restraints
that might impact the success of a new program? It can be an amazingly
revealing document, showing schisms right down the middle of a staff or
unexpected but universal staff consensus.
2 . THE DEVELOPMENT TASK. The "Suits" issue "the charge" -- define the
expectations, the givens, the measures of success and the reporting chain of
command. This may seem like a quickie step, but it is absolutely crucial. I believe
that more new programs die because of a lack of real senior management
commitment than any other cause. Many years ago, I developed with an
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independent producer a television show called "Your Children, Our Children." It
had an important and provocative thesis: that we in America assumed our
children were well cared-for, but the truth was that many foreign nations did a
significantly better job in areas ranging from health care to education. It was to
be a real wakeup call, but ... who would fund this "downer" subject? What
corporation would link its name to a series about our failures in caring for our
kids? The program producers believed that a little-known (then) national retail
company was a prime candidate, but the Development Department said "no
way." We had a real stalemate, but one broken by the General Manager who told
the Development Department that the series was a station priority and to make
the approach. And that is how Target put more than $1-million into the 7-part TV
series. And went on to embrace it even more fully, with promotion and
advertising.
3 . INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES: Who is producing the
program and why is it being produced? What is the institution's overall mission?
Its motivation in creating this program? Its culture as it affects this program?
What are the strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities? Who is the
competition? This is a classic SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats) grid, easy to do and helpful to remind everyone of what is ahead and
what to look out for.
4 . CONCEPT: Major brainstorm whose goal is to write the program's vision and
mission and be able to state its concept in a simple, short "elevator speech" (30
seconds). This step needs to result in the clearest possible statement of what the
program is. But, it also needs to go beyond that to answer: What socially valuable
goal will the program aim to solve? What noble purpose does the program have?
How does it help humanity? Where's the passion for this project? Who are its
champions? Identify the personal goals that are important to the creative team.
5 . PRELIMINARY BUSINESS ANALYSIS:
Demand: Who is the audience? Can you demonstrate that there is
demand and opportunity for such a program? What audience do you
intend to reach, and via which media platforms?
Financial Analysis: Roughly speaking, what will this program cost and
does the market/revenue plan appear to support such costs? A back-othe envelope budget, just to get a sense of "scale" and whether this looks
sustainable.
Funding: How will this program be funded? What is the relationship
between show design and funding? How will the design support efforts to
underwrite the program?
Key Talent: Who are the key talent and are they under contract? Is
ownership clear? Is distribution agreed on?
Matrix Analysis: Complete a "matrix analysis" for the program, examining
matchup with weighted corporate priorities, likelihood of success, risk,
other factors. I have developed a one-page model that allows companies
to test their own willingness to take risk versus the likely payoff.
6 . THE DIFFERENTIATORS: What are the key characteristics and qualities of this
program that differentiate it from others? What adjectives describe it best? What
do you have that nobody else does (key talent, literary assets, music, etc.)?
What resources do you have access to in your station, network, community?
What one ingredient would make the difference between success and failure of
your show? Can you get that ingredient? What's the furthest out idea that we
"would never try?"
7 . THE BIBLE: What are the 10 Commandments of this program — the things that
every program must include, the qualities that every segment will be tested
against? The style of speaking and hosting, the relationship with the audience?
Refine these from broad philosophical statements down to very tangible everyday
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useful statements. Give lots of examples, and plan to use this "bible" with every
segment. If it doesn't work, revise it — rewrite the Bible rather than ignore it.
8 . THE CLOCK: What does the program's format look like? The pieces of the
programs are the "rooms." Here we actually draw the program's first clock. We
argue about it — a lot. Some people wonder why you need a clock at all — why
can't each program have its own clock, depending on the content? Is the
program "newscast friendly" (with a cutaway for NPR news right at the top?) If a
national show, are there local cutaways? Clock.
9 . THE "FURNITURE": What are the regular segments that always appear in the
rooms, the segments that are the show's signature elements? The predictable
elements that you can plan for, so you don't have to create the show from scratch
every time? Can we also guess at the frequency of these recurring elements?
Every week? Every other week? Once a month?
10 . REFINE PLAN & BUDGET: Based upon more detailed knowledge of the
program, especially the staff it needs, construct a real budget and estimate
revenue. Does it have a contingency and if so, what is the right percentage? 5%
for a relatively easy show or one you have done before, 10% for a tougher show,
15% for a really hard, new program? What about corporate overhead?
Consisting of all those things that you haven't "line-itemed" in the budget, like
security, accounting, etc. If you can identify a cost, line-item it. If it is part of the
general support your company brings to the project, it belongs in overhead. If you
don't charge overhead, you're not covering your company's costs. If you don't and
you're an independent producer, your company will go broke; if you're bigger
(i.e., a station), others will resent you for taking so much resource and not paying
for it.
11 . STAFF: How will the right staff be secured? What inhibitions on staffing exist?
Have you budgeted for recruitment expenses? Is the staff aligned to the right
tasks? What isn't getting done or isn't getting done well enough? (If this is an
issue, you can conduct a staff "alignment exercise" in which all of the duties are
laid out in Post-it notes and moved around under the jobs until everyone agrees
the right balance has been found.) What special rules exist that affect your
staffing — i.e., university holidays, special HR hiring rules that will slow you down
in hiring, etc.?
12 . LEGAL: Title search, rights considerations, acquisition contracts, etc. All key
contracts signed?
13 . PILOTING: Who will audition and critique pilots? And, by the way, what is a pilot
supposed to be — see the link to my paper on that subject, below, "What is a
Pilot Supposed to Be?"
Begin by piloting segments. Piloting = playing with ideas and sound. Experiment,
take risks, play in the sandbox. Try out extremes so you can extend the
envelope. Do a segment several different ways. Audition and critique, edit and
redo. Aim to make mistakes — lots of them. This is the ideal time to do so. (See
"The Value of Failure" link below.) Examples of segment pilots, for the show
Weekend America, are located at
http://weekendamerica.publicradio.org/about/pilots.html
Produce an entire section of the show — a full "room," with "furniture" in it, with
host intros and participation.
Produce a full show. Listen and tear the hell out of it. Descend into hell and
question all of your previous work? Climb back out, admiring those pieces that
worked, throwing out or fixing those that didn't. Plan your second pilot.
14 . MARKETING & PUBLICITY: I have one comment only. Somebody else is
supposed to do this, right? Wrong. If you aren't heavily involved, it won't happen.
To network/distributors;
To partners and early adopters;
To the media and the entire system;
http://www.transom.org/guests/review/200709_jim_russell/
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Inside the show (on-air branding).
15 . MEASURE SUCCESS: Based upon criteria articulated at the beginning of the
process. Must be measurable, but it can be things like amount of media attention,
underwriting received, audience size, listener response, etc. What would be a
homerun?
16 . FINE TUNE PROGRAM: Quoting Doug Berman again, "Do your work, fix the
show. You will inevitably get conflicting advice. You must take only the advice
that rings true to you. If you take all of it, you'll end up with a confused, soulless
muddle. Consider all criticism, consult with people you trust, and then use what
rings true to you. Fix the show."
17 . LAUNCH (and pray): Don't ever launch in January (Marketplace
wants to work from Thanksgiving through Christmas. Consider a
meaning starting up in a few markets or, if a local show, without
under the radar. There will be time enough to celebrate and tout
you have a success.

did) — nobody
"soft launch" —
a lot of hoopla -your show when

Closing
Well, if you have gotten to this point, congratulate yourself. I
warned you at the beginning that program production is not a
game for the faint of heart. Program production is difficult, but
success is a terrifically high "high."
Hopefully, this approach hasn't shut out all of the sunshine and
joy that comes from program production. If the tools and
approaches I have listed help you achieve more success,
resulting in more excellent programming for the listener, then my
goal has been accomplished.

The Program Doctor

If all of this has dissuaded you from producing, you are probably lucky and will live a
calm and normal life. Otherwise, welcome to the institution.

On Budgets
"Oh, God, do I have to make a budget?"
"I didn't get into this business to make budgets."
"I want to make programs, not budgets!"
These producer questions remind me of the child's question to her mother: "Do I have
to brush all my teeth?" The mother gently responds, "No, honey, only the ones you
want to keep."
Producers always imagine that making budgets is some onerous bureaucratic task
invented by management to torture creative minds. But, I have a different explanation.
The reason for doing a budget is to avoid forgetting costs that will later rise up and bite
you, the producer, in the ass. If somebody is paying to finance your program, you know
he/she isn't going to give you more money when you suddenly "remember" a cost you'd
forgotten about in the beginning. When this results in your going over budget, you're
going to be forced to eat the cost, which of course is also true if you're financing a
program yourself. A budget, therefore, is a giant and crucial producer "reminder" device.
Here's another thing. There is no uniformity of budgets or even of categories of
allowable expenses. Different funders have different rules. And the same funders treat
different applicants ... differently. The big guys, the WGBH's and NPR's, PRI's and
APM's and TV stations, for example, always remember to charge for overhead. Indies
routinely don't, as if the costs for those kinds of expense come from the IF Department:
the "Department of Imaginary Funds." That's why the big guys get and stay big, and you
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know what – nobody tells them they can't charge overhead, which is up to 20+ % of
their production budget – in addition to the budget itself. But, guess what. When the
little guys DON'T CHARGE OVERHEAD, nobody tells them they should! Same thing
with "contingency." So, if you want to take all of the risk of your production on your own
shoulders – "help yourself" and ignore overhead and contingencies in your budgets.
(How to charge for both "overhead" and "contingency" is described in detail below.)
So, a budget serves two purposes: it estimates what a project is going to cost and tells
you how close you came, and it collects information so you don't forget anything. Over
the years, the budgets I developed for projects kept trying to remember more things. For
example, if you have employees, don't you need desks, computers, telephones and
office supplies? Is there a way to standardize what this kind of support costs? And then,
could the program count the number of employees and automatically calculate the right
level of support? The purpose was to avoid sweeping any cost under the table, and then
having it come out and bite you later on.

OK, but how?
"Hey, how do you learn to make a budget?" a young producer once asked me.
"Gee, I don't know," I replied. "You just ... do it."
I attended no class and nobody taught me how to make a budget, yet every person I
ever talked with about money aided in my process of discovery. It was like learning
French, one verb at a time!
I used to make budgets on yellow legal pads, with pencils. There were so many
erasures that big holes would appear on the sheets. I got my station to buy its very first
computer, an Apple II+ and, using the first spreadsheet program Visicalc, we
immediately reduced the time to make a budget from days to a few hours. The company
was so impressed it immediately went out and bought another Apple II+! We had
entered a new age!
As budgets grew into multi-page templates, including every item we could identify, and
adding "contingencies" for things that were unforeseen before production started, and
"overhead" for costs that the company provided but couldn't be itemized ... the budgets
became more and more realistic. They also got larger. In fact, instead of thanking me for
my thoroughness, one of my bosses accused me of developing "only Cadillac budgets."
Along the way, and without any higher math degrees, I also learned that there is more
than one way to calculate things in a budget. Here's an example:
Total Expenses
Contingency (5%)
Overhead (20%)
Total

A
$1,000,000
$50,000
$200,000
$1,250,000

B
$1,000,000
$50,000
$210,000
$1,260,000

Which budget is correct? They both are. In "A," the Overhead of 20% is calculated only
on the Total Expenses. But in "B," the Contingency is added to Total Expenses — it is
after all, just more production expense — before the Overhead is calculated. B costs
$10,000 more than "A."
Here's another example. What is the hourly rate that you charge for an employee in a
budget. Well, based on a 2,080 hour year (52 x 40 hours), a salary of $40,000 per year
is $19.23/hour. But, nobody works 2,080 hours per year. If you are an employee, in
addition to salary you get vacation time, holidays, sick leave, etc. By my estimation, your
hours are closer to 1,800, which raises your hourly cost to over $23. That's the true cost
of your employee.

A Template
I now use a four page budget template that is very complete, and calculates startup
costs as well as two years of production costs. These are the categories of expense that
http://www.transom.org/guests/review/200709_jim_russell/
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I use:
STARTUP BUDGET: Includes one-time only expenses that won't recur every year, such
as the cost of piloting, rights (registering a title), equipment, new media, furniture, office
computers and machines, etc.)
The recurring costs include all of the following:
FULLTIME SALARIES:
Exempt
Non-Exempt
Overtime & Vacation Relief
Part-Time Salaries
Benefits & Taxes
Contractors
CONTENT:
Acquisitions (News spots, produced pieces, commentaries, etc.)
Equipment Rental
Miscellaneous Production (audio tape, music CD's, etc.)
Studio & Facilities Rent (remote studios, ISDN)
Subscriptions, Wires, Dues & Fees
Transmission: Audio Data Delivery
Travel
SERVICES:
Audience Research
Creative Services
Marketing
Distribution
New Media
Foundation Relations
ADMINISTRATION:
Equipment Purchase
Postage & Shipping
Printing & Duplicating
Recruitment & Relocation
Rent
Supplies
Telephone
Utilities
CONTINGENCY
OVERHEAD
GRAND TOTAL

What is the Contingency?
A production contingency serves two purposes:
It protects the program's budget against unforeseen expenses;
It protects the company against a program's budget overages.
A contingency is defined as funds set aside for expenditures which cannot be
anticipated. If the expenses can be anticipated, they should be line-itemed elsewhere in
the budget.
Timing: Naturally, a contingency is most important and most defensible when a new
show is being started and the budget has not been road-tested by the experience of
actually making the program. The need for a contingency generally declines all the way
to zero, as the program staff gains experience over years of production.
http://www.transom.org/guests/review/200709_jim_russell/
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Amount: Contingencies should be based upon the risk involved. Therefore, a very
complex project with a large budget would call for a larger contingency than an easy
project with a small budget. A rule of thumb that I have developed over the years is this:
Difficulty Level
Easy
Medium
Complex

Contingency %
5%
10%
15%

Funders, including CPB, may object to creating a Contingency, seeing it as a Producer
"slush fund." You will need a set of rules regarding its use in order to convince funders
that a Contingency is justified. Among the rules I suggest are:
The Contingency is managed solely by the Executive Producer. Any authorized
overages of any budget line will have to be approved by the Executive Producer
and tracked as planned-and-approved uses of the contingency.
No expenses will be charged directly to the Contingency Account; instead, funds
will be transferred to the accounts where the overage was incurred.
If the Contingency is not used, what happens to it? This is a decision for the
company to make. The possibilities include:
1 . After reviewing the financial status of the program (on a quarterly basis?) and
concluding that it does not require use of the Contingency, it might be released
for discretionary spending. By the program or by the company.
2 . It might be applied to budget lines needing additional support.
3 . It might be retained until the end of the project's funding year as protection for
the project.
4 . The company might "bank" the contingency as a means of creating a companywide production contingency fund, to cover all programs it produces.
5 . Painful as it is to contemplate (and the reason I list it last) -- the funder may
require it to be returned as is the case with CPB.

What is Overhead?
This is from a memo I wrote in 2000 to the budget managers at Marketplace. If you're
not obsessively interested, just file this for the moment when somebody asks you – and
they will – what the heck overhead is all about.
First, Overhead (also known as "G&A" for "General and Administrative expenses") is
designed to reimburse the corporation for a project's fair share of existing corporate
overhead. This is support the corporation already provides, such as the existing
accounting department, existing janitorial staff, and existing telephone system. To the
extent that a project makes use of these existing services, the project should pay its fair
share of their cost. G&A relieves the corporation of a portion of its fixed expenses,
allowing the corporation to spend its unrestricted funds elsewhere.
When a new project requires new expense, the project must pay for that new expense,
and this payment is not corporate G&A or overhead, because it is not a payment for the
existing core support services. In general, all discrete items, which can be identified as
project-specific expenses, should be line-itemed; overhead is for capturing indirect
expenses, which are usually a corporate expense.
Marketplace Productions General and Administrative Overhead rate is calculated at
20%. It is applied to all line items — salaries, benefits and non-personnel expenses.
Should the corporation desire to invest in new projects, it does not do so by discounting
the Overhead rate but rather by investing, which is shown on the Revenue side of a
project budget.
What does Overhead cover? Here is a list of the types of existing expenses, which
http://www.transom.org/guests/review/200709_jim_russell/
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may be included in overhead. Remember: if new expense is required rather than the
utilization of existing resources, then that new expense must be budgeted and is not
included in overhead. In each case, Marketplace Productions provides defined "normal"
levels of support and reviews each budget to determine if levels of use will exceed
"normal," requiring line-iteming in the project budget.
Existing office space, building and grounds maintenance, operations and
management, and land use;
Existing janitorial and custodial services;
Existing local telephone instruments and service;
Existing communications services (voice and data, although new computers and
computer LAN connections are always line-itemed);
Power, heat and light in existing facilities;
Insurance (except for production insurance which is line-itemed when
purchased);
Existing office furniture;
Existing office equipment;
Office supplies which are normally stocked;
Metered postage (normal business mail);
Existing support staff (administrative, accounting, personnel, buildings and
grounds) including institutional overhead and indirects;
Existing security service, escort service, hazardous waste disposal (but not
special remote security services);
Legal services (except where special or extensive services require line-iteming);
Existing R&D, technical consultation, management and administrative staff;
Project liability "insurance";
Miscellaneous other expenses not capable of being line-itemed in budgets.

Summary
One of the most frequent mistakes made by budget-makers is to consider Overhead a
form of "profit." As explained above, this is not the case and it is an invitation to
financial error to make this mistake. Rather, what overhead does is to allow the
corporation to fairly apportion its general and administrative expenses among all of its
activities, thus allowing the corporation to maximize the use of its unrestricted funding on
direct costs.

So, what's this budgeting junk all about?
It is the best known way of covering your behind by assuring that you remember to
count all of the real costs of making programs – so that you and I can get on with the
part we love, actually making the shows. Right, Barrett? (Barrett Golding, E.P., of
Hearing Voices, a recent convert.) And, if you're going to be forced to go out and raise
money to make shows – and who isn't? – you might as well raise the right amount,
huh?
The mass has ended. Go in peace.

Comments
Lisa T. - Sep 24, 2007 - #2
Risk
Jim, thanks for your manifesto. I particularly liked your aside about risk taking.
What risks do you think the powers that be in Public Radio have taken recently that
have paid off, what risks should they be taking but aren't, and what do you think about
NPR's attempt to reach a younger audience with their alternative to Morning Edition, The
Bryant Park Project?
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JimRussell - Sep 25, 2007 - #3
Risk
Thanks for focusing on "Risk" -- a subject I care deeply about. If others haven't seen it,
check out the article I linked to specifically on this subject:
>http://www.programdoctor.com/files/Risk-Taking_Lee_Award.pdf
You ask a number of questions about how we're doing as a medium in the risk-taking
department. To be honest, we're in a pretty risk-averse time, with audience growth
declining and budgets tight. But nonetheless, I do think the development of two new
national morning shows is pretty risky. In one sense, it is too early to see if these pay
off. But in another way, they have already paid off by invigorating the system's
imagination and sense of the possible.
I was an admitted skeptic at the start, but I have become a big fan of PRX's
TalentQuest.
And, across the country, I see degrees of risk being taken that are admirable, as local
producers and programmers strive to improve the quality of their talk shows.
Finally, independent producers continue to take huge risk -- almost entirely on their own
nickle. CPB and foundations continue some financial support, which is critical, but only a
few stations have joined in to share the risk by helping to fund and consistently clear
broadcast time for independent work. (There are exceptions, like Hearing Voices, but
most independent work gets lost in program schedules that depend upon regular, daily
delivery of product.) Why is this important? Because, in my mind, the real breakthrough
thinking comes from people with one leg in the public radio "system," and the other in
no system other than their own heads and the world beyond. That is the definition of an
independent, and the point of view you get from indies simply cannot be replaced ...
even by the most talented network reporters and producers.
Well, enough for this reply. Hope we'll have more exchanges here and keep the to-andfro lively.
beedge - Oct 3, 2007 - #4
Barrett Golding
show me the

1st, can't believe you're giving all your $M secrets away on this open forum.
2nd, can't believe the pubradio producer community hasn't descended upon this list, like
the scavengers we are, looking for advice handouts from da master. (your "don't start a
series in Jan" in Manifesto1 has already rocked our world-- thanks for that.)
3rd, i ain't as stupid as i look so i'll gladly kick this discussion into high with some
specific queries, see next post.
beedge - Oct 3, 2007 - #5
Barrett Golding
series station fees
as you know (oh, so well), we at Hearing Voices will become a weekly series early next
year. and we're in process of wrapping a distro deal w/ NPR.
the series will initially be free to stations, but eventually we will charge. one standard is:
producers offer the series free to stations for the 1st year the series exists. then in the
2nd year carriage fee are phased in (typically about 1/3 of the stations drop when free
goes to pay).
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HV is a bit different than some cuz stations are already familiar w/ us thru our hour
specials, and the series will be just like the specials. also, our programs are the best
fuqn entertainment since god-fired thunderbolts rained from the sky into the primordial
ooze starting life as we know it (wanna use that as our series slogan but our marketers
are resistant.)
so i'm thinking of altering the formula thusly: stations get the series free for 6 months,
but that 6mo starts anytime, ie, not just the 1st 6mo of our series launch, but their 1st
6mo of carriage. if they're not hooked and ready to reel in after half a year, then we
haven't done our jobs.
whacha think? smart? suicide? and any comments generally about switching a series
from free to pay.
JimRussell - Oct 3, 2007 - #6
series station fees
It will be harder to track revenue with variable start dates and discount periods, but not
impossible.
The Hearing Voices series has proven itself a quality program so no apologies are
needed for charging a modest amount for it. Find out what other series charge and set
a comparable, fair price.
It is my opinion that producers who intend to charge stations for their shows should
NEVER give the show away "free." Instead, they should establish a price right from the
start, and then do whatever introductory discount from that established price. Important
semantics, but this approach removes the shock of full price in year 2. It might work like
this:
Year 1
Price $7,000
Introduct. discount -$3,500
------Net Cost $3,500
Year 2 (+5%)
Price $7,350
Introductory discount $0
-----Net Cost $7,350
It would be great if you could get stations to make a 2-year buy as part of receiving the
discount.
Viki Merrick - Oct 7, 2007 - #8
Drinking
I can tell you why the producer community isn't descending here like vultures, they're
home drinking, just as I am, trying to dust themselves off after Dr. Jim's immersion
which almost felt like a hazing. I was nodding my head most of the way doing a lot of
"note to self" kind of rest stops. And then I started to get religion. No, it's more like when
you suddenly "get it" in therapy: I CAN ask for overhead turns into I DESERVE
overhead ! Brilliant.
So do they teach this stuff at radio school? If not you should propose it, You've just
published the text book ( TRANSOM Review !) and then, I'd start with a refined plan and
budget...
But now about my thought: I produce a weekly 4 hour arts and ideas program (yep
FOUR hours) which is not such a usual size space in a radio station's lineup. Jay calls
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it conservation land - a large amount of the work we air is independent and our budget
for obtaining program content is about, oh, zero. ( translation: a lot of fenagling,
bartering, and begging)
I'm suddenly thinking that a pitch to budget such an endeavor is a doable thing - not
only for the sake of preserving that "land" for our local station but setting a precedent for
this kind of dedicated space which is vital to independents as much as to listeners.
See what you've done? I'm feeling invigorated and hopeful and even capable...
Check back with me in the morning.
johnparman - Oct 8, 2007 - #9
Jumping from Local to National
I just moved from syndicated public radio to commercial radio and have the task of
taking a specialist talk show concept from an incubator market to national in under two
years. Fun. Since I'm 28, I have time to jump into law school if it fails. But I won't let that
happen because I love to craft of producing too much.
My question: The show is locally based now, but I am dueling with a PD here who
wants it to stay that way. The show is independent of the station and I feel that the only
way I can get other stations out-of-market to touch it is to give it a national feel from the
very beginning. We debut in less than a month. Who is right?
JimRussell - Oct 8, 2007 - #10
Jumping from Local to National
Gee, this question makes me feel like Randy Cohen, The (NYT) Ethicist: I can
pontificate without any certain knowledge of the field!
John, I am sorry to say that both you and your PD are right. Here's why.
1) The PD is right because a program that begins locally has to succeed locally. That's
his concern, but it should be yours too because the show must be a success locally for
other markets to pay attention to it. And this means that the program has to have some
local hooks and not appear to be generic.
The Public Radio Program Directors have done some work recently on "a sense of
place" that successful programs must have. The study is available to PRPD members
on their web site, www.prpd.org.
2) However, you're right because a program that sounds like Boise will stay in Boise
unless it has some appeal beyond there.
I've found that one of the real arts of producing is inventing shows that accommodate
such apparent contradictions. When I was asked to create Marketplace, the program
directors said, "Make it totally different than NPR" and "Make it completely compatible
with NPR's programs." I thought it was an unaccomplishable challenge, but somehow
we figured it out. Certainly Garrison Keillor figured it out, but he cheated and created an
entire mythical town that everyone could adopt as their own. Car Talk figured it out -they are clearly national and yet Car Talk Plaza is in Cambridge, MA and the guys are
from Boston and say so on the air.
Of course, there is another way to go -- and that is to create a national show from the
start. All Things Considered and Morning Edition were in this category, as is
Marketplace and others. But, given the choice, I'd start locally and find a way to be both
local and national. Here's one hint:
A lot of local broadcasters are beginning to understand that the definition of "local" is
changing. It used to mean geographically fixed in a single place. But, with the Internet
and easily accessible national and international news, "local" has come to mean stories
from anywhere that are of interest to local audiences.. Thus, the purview of your
stories is huge, and the fact that you relate them to your local audience gives the
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program a sense of place instead of making it "the show from nowhere."
Good luck!
Samantha Broun - Oct 11, 2007 - #12
Cross fertilzation?
Back to risk and independent producers for a minute. I think one of the ways
independent producers are stretching their legs these days is into the realm of
podcasting - where there are few constraints and there's a whole lot of room to take
risks. In addition organizations, museums, non-profits, etc. are beginning to do their own
'programming' of sorts via podcasts.
My questions is - what, if any, kind of influence are podcasts having on radio
programming? Can, do podcasts morph into radio programs? What's lost? What's
gained? Do those in radio look to podcasts as a sort of barometer of what's hot and
what's not? What's the relationship between podcasts and program development?
JimRussell - Oct 11, 2007 - #13
Cross fertilzation?
Great question, because podcasting and other new media do offer real opportunity for
invention, creativity, trying out new ideas. Unfortunately, the risk seems all on the backs
of the independent producers since I don't know of anybody doing podcasting who is
MAKING money -- not even NPR so far as I can tell. Radio's audience is still huge
compared to podcasting's or Internet streaming.
The second part of your question is even more interesting: what influence are podcasts
having on radio programming? I know that radio producers do keep an eye on
podcasting, looking for ideas that can be stolen or legitimately acquired. But the idea of
turning a podcast into a radio show seems elusive. There are some examples -- for
instance, Indie producer Jesse Thorn turned his "Sound of Young America" into a PRIdistributed radio show. But, by and large, podcasts are seen as an interesting but quite
separate medium from radio shows, and financially non-viable. The perceived distance
between a podcast and a radio show is considered so great that not many people try to
turn podcasts into radio. Should they? I say "Yes," because podcasts ARE a great
tryout stage for program innovation, if not for financial or market viability.
Sydney Lewis - Oct 16, 2007 - #14
risk and talent
Thank you so much for the budget-y guidance. Sharing your approach and thought
process is beyond valuable. I bow to your clarity!
I very much like the excerpt from your piece on risk-taking:
"What is the greatest risk a journalist can take? In my opinion, it is not taking on a
difficult, even dangerous assignment per se. Rather, it is the risk of doing great human
journalism – practicing one's craft superbly while not being afraid to be human. Some of
the great journalism has been great because it was human – because its creators were
not
afraid of telling the audience what it felt like and smelled like and tasted like to be in this
place, at this time, facing these crises, or joys, or sadnesses."
Not always easy to do during a time when we're forbidden the sight of flag-covered
coffins, and reporters who early on dare to question the official story continue to be
accused of unpatriotic behavior. I caught a bit of Deborah Amos on Bill Moyer's program
the other night. She spoke of the impact interviewing Iraqi refugees in Syria, etc. has
had on her, of how she sees herself in these professionals –– journalists, doctors and
the like. Her very personal reporting made me feel their plight much more intensely than
had she "objectively" described their circumstances.
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Of course, the sound of a reporter's voice can convey the impact without their delving
into their personal reactions. But as has been noted hither and yon, the NPR reporting
style is pretty darn predictable. Do you feel it stifles deep reporting?
Also: you said you changed your tune on the PRX Talent Quest. Why? Any thoughts
now that the finalists have been chosen?
JimRussell - Oct 16, 2007 - #15
risk and talent
As you can tell, I feel very strongly about both the need to take risks and the need for
journalists not to try so hard to be "objective" as to deny their humanity.
You ask whether NPR's style "stifles deep reporting?" I don't think so. In the distant
past, some NPR reporters made no bones about their partisan views and they got away
with their voices revealing the same, such as a sneer or cynicism. That has pretty much
been toned out of reporters. It is true that many of the NPR reporters do sound the
same -- which makes their presentations boring and predictable, but not without depth
of reporting. I have often wondered if NPR's creativity and willingness to take risks in
style and presentation were being held hostage to their great success with the
monolithic NPR sound. There are some new and younger reporters who venture out
beyond that monolith, among them Luke Burbank, Paul Brown, David Folkenflik, Steve
Inskeep, Robert Smith. But, most of the reporters' voices are indistinguishable from the
"safe" and credible NPR sound.
Finally, I changed my attitude about the PRX Talent Quest because I found the process
stimulating and the resulting picks exciting. Now the question is – will the shows they
pilot be good enough to secure serious funding and, therefore, sustainability?
Daniel Costello - Oct 31, 2007 - #16
Local Program Questions
You mentioned consulting with a station about a local program in Milwaukee. My station
is trying to revamp its local interview program, but we're a long ways from making it into
the magazine show that I think would serve our audience the best. We are a community
radio station with a staff of four full-time and a few part-time. We have a mix of NPR
news and lots of locally-hosted music shows.
When I was hired as program director six months ago, the show was largely volunteers
with some connection to or interest in an organization interviewing someone from that
organization. Now I do most of the interviews, and I try to talk about newsy events
rather than being an infomercial for non-profits.
As the program slowly evolves, I have some questions:
Is there an ideal length? Is it just based on what I and our volunteers can produce?
Right now we are at two hour-long shows a week and I think two half-hours or less
makes more sense to prevent the need to "fill" hours.
How do I determine the best time of day? Right now it is at noon, surrounded by music
shows. I want to move it so it is part of an existing news programming block, probably at
7:00PM after a three-hour national news block. Will I kill the audience by putting it that
late? My theory is that there are less people listening, but the ones that are there are
more likely to be able to stay tuned to longer interviews. It also seems like more of a
destination time-slot that interested listeners can put on their calendars.
I feel the urge to do shows on a theme. For example, I have one interview on an
upcoming ballot issue, and my feeling is that the rest of that show should also be
related to politics. Is this a dumb idea? Does it matter at this stage?
Thanks for the manifesto! I'll be using your formula for developing a long-range plan for
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the program. I'm hoping these questions are within the scope of this discussion--any
suggestions or direction you can provide would be greatly appreciated. Thanks for
appearing on Transom.
JimRussell - Oct 31, 2007 - #17
Local Program Questions
These are good questions, and I am not sure I have a monopoly on the right answers –
but I will take a stab and hope that others correct me.
Is there an ideal length?...
Well, ideal length is a combination of what an audience wants and will listen to, and
closely related, what you and your volunteers can produce that meets your quality
standards. The former head of the Public Radio Program Directors, Marcia Alvar, is
famous for saying that there are no audiences for local programming produced at lower
quality than national programs. The audience rightly expects ALL programming to
measure up.
It is hard to admit that the quality of a long program isn't high enough, and brave to cut
the length in half in order to devote the same resources to a higher quality program. But
the audience absolutely will know the difference and will respond to increased quality.
So, better to produce less, but make it better, and even repeat it once or twice a week
rather than spread yourself and your volunteers too thinly.
How do I determine the best time of day?...
Do you have a way to track your audience, hour by hour throughout the day? If you
don't have formal Arbitron data, you can create other ways of guestimating your
audience – asking for people to email you when they're listening so you can track their
habits.
What do you know about your target audience and its life style. For example, if they are
mostly farmers, we know something about their hours and listening habits. If they are
mostly businessmen and women, likewise, we know their schedule and can estimate
their commuting times. We know when and how people use the radio, and can make
reasonable guesses about the best times to reach particular audiences.
When all else fails, TALK TO YOUR LISTENERS AND ASK THEM!
Radio has always been strongest in the morning drive time, and second strongest in
afternoon drive time. Other good times include Saturday mornings. Opportunity times,
when you may otherwise be underserving your audience, would include middays and
early afternoon, and weekends except for Saturday morning.
You can try your show in a variety of places, through repeats, to see where it seems to
stimulate the most traffic.
I feel the urge to do shows on a theme...
Well, personally, I am mostly against themes because I think they are crutches used by
producers, but not especially appealing to audiences.
If you pick a wonderful subject and do it wonderfully, of course the program is a
success. But, mostly, audiences to magazine shows tune in for the mix of interesting
material. If you do pick a theme, you can do it in magazine style by producing a variety
of segments from different vantage points on the circle, all of them honing in on the
same central topic.
Let me know if there's any way I can help you – maybe a telephone of Skype
conference call with you and your staff.
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Thanks for writing.
JimRussell - Nov 16, 2007 - #18
Sic transit gloria
Well, all good things come to an end, and I need to make way for a new guest. I've
enjoyed the opportunity to be a guest, though I wish there had been more discussion.
Instead, a lot of you wrote very kind notes to me. I'D RATHER FIGHT!!! About
something I am passionate about, namely radio production. So, it you want to call me to
yell or breathe heavily, please do so. (919) 942-6950. Or, email
jim@programdoctor.com.
In the end, radio production IS an art, not a science -- an art of the kind that Jay and
Robert Krulwich and Danny Miller and Doug Berman and Steve Rowland and others do
magnificently. It isn't a business, and I always lament when I hear of museums that
spend more time focused on the sales by the gift shop than the aesthetic value of their
art collection. But programs do need to be created and managed in a business-like
manner. If they are, producers will have more time and more resources to practice their
craft and do their art.
Any regrets after 30+ years of doing this? I wish there was a better farm club approach
to training and mentoring young producers. When I was coming up, back in the early
days of NPR, there was a friendlier and more supportive environment for creators than I
feel exists now. There was more room for experimentation and mistakes -- hell, much of
what NPR did in the good old days was a "mistake." Inspired, yes, but often wrong. But,
we recovered from those errors, dusted ourselves off, learned the lessons necessary to
survive and produce again. I hope producers will find ways to do that now. One way to
find that support network is to join AIR. Yes, I am on the Board and this IS a
commercial.
Anyway, enough meandering. Thanks for the privilege of talking with and to you. Feel
free to contact me if I can be of any help to you.
Cheers,
Jim Russell
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